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Welcome to our
Collection

Since the company was founded in 1979 we 
have been working with our trusted specialist 
manufacturers to gain truly invaluable experience in 
home lighting and interiors products.

We are flexible enough to accommodate all sizes of 
customer, from small independent retailers to large 
high street chains and we pride ourself in being 
able to react quickly in an ever changing market.

Our warehouse and head office is located in Bolton 
and we have over 200,000 sq ft of warehousing 
space. This, combined with a dedicated team of 
order pickers, means you can trust that we will 
treat each and every order as importantly as you 
do. We’re also able support various shipment and 
delivery requirements.

To ensure we deliver trend-led products each 
season, we work very closely with our trusted 
specialist manufacturers to design and create each 
product range. 

Our lighting is designed to be functional, practical, 
flexible and most of all beautiful. We hope you love 
our collection just as much as we do.

Oliver and the Team

Our Values
TRUSTED

After over 40 years in the 
lighting industry we can be 

trusted to bring you the latest 
design led and on-trend 

interiors ranges. 

RESPONSIVE

Life is ever changing. With this, 
we pride ourselves on quality 

customer service and our ability 
to provide great value for 

money throughout each season.

FRIENDLY

Good relationships are 
incredibly important to 

us, whether it be with our 
customers, amongst our head 
office team or when dealing 
with our quality suppliers - 
we’re always here to help.

Proud supporters of Emmaus

Maui Table Lamp Pg.46
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Table

Our comprehensive range of table lamps in a variety of

different styles and finishes from simple ceramic bedside

lamps to statement crystal and woven textures.

Now featuring a hand picked selection of battery

powered LED lanterns suitable for indoor and outdoor

use.

Lamps
Alamina Table Lamp Pg.12



AZORE 
LED LANTERN

Handmade with slats of 
bamboo and finished with a 
hemp rope handle, this large 
lantern looks equally stylish 
when used indoors or out

H42cm x W23cm 

Supplied with 1 
non-replacable 0.06W LED

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries

(not included)

HOME6233



All Lanterns are battery powered and include a removable battery operated centre light. Batteries not included.

A larger oval willow and 
rattan lantern with a twisted 
nylon cord. Use in multiples 
or clustered together for a 

truly special look 

H30cm x W25cm

Supplied with 1 
non-replacable 0.06W LED

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries

(not included)

NAXOS OVAL 
LED LANTERN

HOME6235

 HOME6234

PICO 
LED LANTERN

A beautiful cotton cord 
lantern lamp with a cotton 

handle and dark blue 
detailing

H26cm x W21cm 

Supplied with 1 
non-replacable 0.06W LED

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries

(not included)

HOME6232

All LED Lanterns are battery powered and include a removable centre light. Batteries not included. Only suitable for outdoor use in dry conditions.

HOME6230

COOKE 
LED LANTERN

Finished with a sleek stainless 
steel collar and hemp rope 
handle this bamboo lantern 
can be a floor or table top 
piece, or hung for a more 

dramatic look

H31cm x W20cm 

Supplied with 1 
non-replacable 0.06W LED

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries

(not included)

A round version of the Naxos 
lantern, made from willow and 

rattan with a twisted nylon 
cord 

H20cm x W25cm 

Supplied with 1 
non-replacable 0.06W LED

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries

(not included)

NAXOS ROUND 
LED LANTERN



All Lanterns are battery powered and include a removable battery operated centre light. Batteries not included.

HOMExxxx

CATALINA 
LED LANTERN

Add a touch of mood 
lighting to your evenings 

with this bamboo and 
plywood lantern. The design 
of the Catalina lends itself 
perfectly for use on any 

dining table, indoors or out

H30cm x W24.5cm 

Supplied with 1 
non-replacable 0.06W LED

Requires 3 x AAA Batteries

(not included)

HOME6231
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A beautiful bloom of 
faceted crystal glass. 
Finished with a white 

pleated shade 

H45cm x W21cm

In-line Switch

FLORENCE
TABLE LAMP

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

HOME6045

Stunning crystal glass 
tabke lamp finished with 
an off-white linen shade 

H44cm x W22.5cm

In-line Switch

JAMES
TABLE LAMP

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

HOME6050

HOME4400

Teardrop shaped base in 
champagne gold mercury 
glass with antique brass 
detailing. Styled with an 

ivory tapered shade

H66cm x W40cm

In-line Switch

EMILY
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME1247

Pale gold coloured 
mercury mottled effect 
glass base with an ivory 
slubbed faux silk shade

H55cm x W33cm

Switched Lampholder

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

TREVISO
TABLE LAMP

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk



HOME3070

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Gold metallic effect glass 
table lamp paired with a 
white shade featuring a 
matching gold coloured 

reflective inner lining

H39.5cm x W28cm 

Switched Lampholder

CLARISSA 
TABLE LAMP

M
et

alli
c Inner

M
eta

llic In
ner

A classically styled chrome 
stick lamp with an ivory 

cotton shade

H52cm x W31cm 

Switched Lampholder

BC 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

JASMIN
TABLE LAMP

HOME2070HOME1651

Hammered chrome effect 
metal touch lamp base 

with textured linen shade

H45cm x W30cm 

Touch Activated

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   

MEDINA
TABLE LAMP

A modern chrome 
hooped base with a white 
tapered cylinder shade to 
add elegance to any space

H50cm x W31.5cm

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

DEXTER
TABLE LAMP

HOME1507

Bulbs must be dimmable
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White  HOME2500Grey  HOME2505

Graduated clear acrylic ball 
table lamp with chrome 

detailing and cotton shade

H37cm x W20.5cm 

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

ORBY
TABLE LAMP

Grey Base | White Shade  
HOME2360

White Base | Grey Shade  
HOME2361

Concrete lamp with 
scored design on the base, 
finished with a contrasting 

cotton shade

H36cm x W22cm  

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

LUCA
TABLE LAMP

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk



JEFFREY
TABLE LAMP

This grand giraffe table 
lamp is the perfect piece 
for any room. Featuring a 
silver foil base and elegant 
elongated legs, perfectly 
finished with a charcoal 

grey shade

H63cm x W23cm 
Switched Lampholder

SES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME2170

A stylish double sphered satin 
chrome base paired with a 

grey cotton shade

H53cm x W33cm

Switched Lampholder

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

DALTON
TABLE LAMP

NICHOLAS
TABLE LAMP

Antique brass cage table 
lamp base with a natural 

cotton shade

H57.5cm x W35cm 
Switched Lampholder

HOME2190

HOME6115

NELIS
TABLE LAMP

Large teardrop glass table 
lamp base with a grey 
weave flex cable and 

oatmeal cylinder shade.

H61cm x W32cm 
Inline Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME3390

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED
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Chrome | Black HOME2440Gold | Cream  HOME2445 Copper | Grey  HOME2450

Metallic wire tripod table 
lamp with a reflective 
lined tapered cylinder 

shade

H49cm x W27cm  

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

ZIGGY
TABLE LAMP

M
et

al
lic

 In
nerM

et
al

lic
 In

ner

HOME1614

Cream ceramic centre 
feature lamp base with 
chrome detailing and 

a coordinating antique  
white shade

H57cm x W35cm     

Switched Lampholder

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

MARLA
TABLE LAMP

An antique brass ribbon 
metal table lamp with a 
beige pleated lined soft 

shade

H64cm x W39cm     

Switched Lampholder

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

ALAMINA
TABLE LAMP

HOME3315

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk



Denim Blue  HOME3470

Olive  HOME1243

Taupe  HOME1242

A sleek wooden tripod 
lamp base with a textured 

hessian shade

H55cm x W32cm  

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

WOODEN TRIPOD
TABLE LAMP



ELSA 
TABLE LAMP

A dark blue crackle glaze 
flowing over a matte 

white crackled base giving 
a truly handmade appeal. 

Paired with a white 
textured shade to give 
a nautical look to your 

home

H42cm x W25cm

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6242

Due to the manufacturing processes each Elsa Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique. Due to the manufacturing processes each Vision and Harmony Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



HARMONY 
TABLE LAMP

An elegant Aztec inspired 
table lamp. This beautiful 
lamp boasts a textured 

patterned base and 
tapered linen shade

H51cm x W33cm

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

VISION 
TABLE LAMP

A dimpled table lamp in a 
sleek, modern design and 
stunning teal gloss finish 
with a classic linen shade 

H41cm x W28cm

In-line Switch

HOME6243

HOME6244

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Due to the manufacturing processes each Elsa Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique. Due to the manufacturing processes each Vision and Harmony Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



ELLA 
TABLE LAMP

A stunning table lamp 
with stylish ribbed design 

finished in white gloss 
with a grey collar and grey 

hessian shade 

H45cm x W25cm

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6240

Due to the manufacturing processes each Ella Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique. Due to the manufacturing processes each Millie, Spencer and Speckle Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



MILLIE 
TABLE LAMP

An elegant etched effect 
ceramic table lamp 

base with a beautifully 
coordinating grey textured 

fabric lampshade

H45cm x W25cm

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6241

HOME3275HOME4345

Speckled terrazzo stone 
concrete table lamp with 
a simple light grey drum 

shade

H46cm x W28cm  

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

SPECKLE
TABLE LAMP

A grey terracotta tapered 
base with rib detailing 

harmoniously balanced by 
a large white shade

H59cm x W30cm  

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

SPENCER
TABLE LAMP

Due to the manufacturing processes each Millie, Spencer and Speckle Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



Grey & Gold Base | Ivory Shade  
HOME5001

Charcoal & Copper Base | Taupe Shade 
HOME5000

Concrete table lamp with 
beautiful metallic collar 
detail. Finished with a 

cotton shade

H38.5cm x W26cm  

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

JASPER
TABLE LAMP

A raw grey crackle base 
with drip effect ivory 

gloss glaze encasing it 
from above. Noah shows 
how two ceramic finishes 

can work beautifully 
together. Finished with an           

off-white shade 

H46.5cm x W30cm

In-line Switch

NOAH
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Due to manufacturing processes each Noah and Jasper Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.

HOME4010

Due to manufacturing processes each Coast, iver and Pier Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.

Jasper Pendant Pg 87

Also available...



HOME1631

Channel industrial 
chic with this teardrop 
shaped concrete table 

lamp with unique 
natural imperfections, 

supplied with a pale grey      
cotton shade

H59cm x W38cm  

Switched Lampholder

IVER
TABLE LAMP

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Elevated by its ceramic 
legs, the eye-catching 

textured sandy coloured 
base transitions into rich 
gloss blues balanced by a 

simple white shade 

H46cm x W30cm 

In-line Switch

COAST
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME4905

PIER 
TABLE LAMP

Neutral toned chunky 
ceramic base, perfectly 

finished with an oatmeal 
cotton shade 

H47.5cm x W35cm

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6095

Due to manufacturing processes each Coast, iver and Pier Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



Soft blues and greys are 
the prominent colours that 
glisten through the subtle 
crackle glaze. Styled with 

an off-white shade

H48.5cm x W32.5cm

In-line Switch

ROLY
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Grey terracotta with a 
raw scratched detailing 

circling the base. Finsihed 
perfectly with a soft grey 

shade

H37.5cm x W25cm

In-line Switch

MARIA
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME4005

HOME4045

Due to the manufacturing processes each Elena, Roly and Maria Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.

HOME4035

The multifaceted base 
is finished with a glossy 
light grey crackle glaze. 
Light catches each angle 
beautifully. Styled with a 

tapered grey shade

H59.5cm x W38.5cm

In-line Switch

ELENA
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED



HOME4030

A tactile design featuring 
iron filings peppered 

throughout a satin white 
drip glaze and a subtle 

unfinished ceramic detail 
at the base. Finished with 

a beige shade

H48cm x W30cm

In-line Switch

PEPPER
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Due to the manufacturing processes each Pepper Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.Due to the manufacturing processes each Elena, Roly and Maria Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



Due to the manufacturing processes each Moby and Vamos Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.

HOME4020

Ridged ceramic with 
delicate blue and ivory 

ombre effect glaze. 
Supplied with an          
off-white shade

H53cm x W35.5cm

In-line Switch

TILLY
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Due to the manufacturing processes each Tilly Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



Featuring an embossed 
intricate honeycomb 

pattern, this large angled 
table lamp is a real 

statement piece. Supplied 
with a white linen effect 

shade

H69.5cm x W40cm

In-line Switch

VAMOS
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME4050HOME4015

Due to the manufacturing processes each Moby and Vamos Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.

Large white table lamp 
with a subtle crackle 
glaze. Base features 
a soft grey collar and  

lined base detail, paired 
beautifully with a       

grey shade

H70cm x W40cm

In-line Switch

MOBY
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED



Inspired by dripping 
honey this small but bold 
design is hand-painted            

with flashes of soft yellow 
around its collar. Finished 
with an off-white shade

H35cm x W20cm

In-line Switch

WINNIE
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME4000

Due to the manufacturing processes each Winnie Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



Chunky glossy ceramic 
table lamp with a subtle 
debossed Aztec pattern. 

Paired with a white 
cylinder lamp shade

H56.5cm x W36cm

In-line Switch

SAFI
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Ochre  HOME4845

Teal  HOME4846

Grey  HOME4847



Due to the manufacturing processes each William & Hunter Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.

MAXWELL 
TABLE LAMP

Dimpled terracotta table 
lamp with a brushed over 

grey glaze that reveals 
the natural terracotta 

underneath. Complete 
with a grey shade

H60cm x W40cm 

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

BRANDON 
TABLE LAMP

Our ribbed, rustic table 
lamp will add a decorative 
touch to any room in your 

home. Finished with a 
grey shade

H58cm x W33cm 

In-line Switch

HOME4705 HOME4710

Due to the manufacturing processes each Brandon & Maxwell Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.



HUNTER 
TABLE LAMP

Textured patterned 
ceramic base table lamp 
teamed with a neutral 
shade which creates 
a warm glow for a      
relaxed ambiance

H63cm x W38.5cm 

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME4715

WILLIAM 
TABLE LAMP

Natural terracotta table 
lamp with a white glaze 
paired with an off-white 

cylinder shade

H56.5cm x W33.5cm 

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME4700

Due to the manufacturing processes each William & Hunter Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.
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Grey  HOME4305

Denim Blue  HOME4295Ochre  HOME4300

Duck Egg  HOME42903 oval ceramic pebbles 
increasing in colour 

intensity. Paired with a 
white cylinder shade

H37.5cm x W20cm

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

ESME
TABLE LAMP

3 Tier Pendants Pg 95

Also available...

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk



Burnt Orange  HOME1181

Ochre  HOME1182

Aqua  HOME1184

Putty  HOME1183

A range of 4 colourful 
ceramic table lamp bases 

with matching cotton 
cylinder shades

H28.5m x W16.5cm

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

OPAL
TABLE LAMP

Grey  HOME1541

Modern ceramic lamp in 
soft grey gloss finished 
perfectly with a white 

cylinder shade

H33cm x W20.5cm  

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

FENDA
TABLE LAMP
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Modern ceramic lamp 
in a choice of 5 colours 

featuring a bright glazed 
and raw speckled design 
with a matching cotton 

cylinder lampshade

H35.5cm x W20cm  

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

POP
TABLE LAMP

Ochre Yellow  HOME6207 White  HOME6212

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk
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Denim Blue  HOME6209Soft Green  HOME6210

Turquoise  HOME6211

Modern ceramic lamp 
in a choice of 5 colours 

featuring a bright glazed 
and raw speckled design 
with a matching cotton 

cylinder lampshade

H35.5cm x W20cm  

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

POP
TABLE LAMP

The Collection 2023



A bobbled concrete table 
lamp featuring a matching 

grey textile shade

H56cm x W40cm

In-line Switch

LUDLOW
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6220

Due to the manufacturing processes each Ludlow Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.
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Eco friendly fibre Raffia 
shade in grey or natural 
finishes, paired with a 

matte black metal base

H38cm x W20cm

In-line Switch

RAFF
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Grey  HOME6215

Natural  HOME6216

Due to the manufacturing processes each Ludlow Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.

The Collection 2023



Contemporary in style, 
the Clifford table lamp 

has a brushed gold base, 
elegantly supporting its 

neutral cylinder shade on 
its swooping arms

H67cm x W33cm

In-line Switch

CLIFFORD
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6206



HOME6205

The Beaton table lamp has 
a statement rattan woven 
base finished with a large 

natural cylinder shade. 
This beautiful chunky 

table lamp transports you 
to the sea with its coastal 

style

H61cm x W40cm

In-line Switch

BEATON
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED
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This curved desk lamp 
with adjustable shade is 
perfect for a home office 
or side table. Available in 

4 colours

H54cm x W24cm

In-line Switch

CHARLIE

Orange  HOME6170 Yellow  HOME6175 Blue  HOME6180 Grey  HOME6185 SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

Blue  HOME1664 Yellow  HOME3465Cream  HOME1663 Grey  HOME3460

Enhance your workspace 
with this elegantly designed 

adjustable task lamp

H57cm x W42.5cm  

In-line Switch

DRAKE
DESK LAMP

SES 
Golf Ball

6W LED Only

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk
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Ochre  HOME1078

Putty  HOME1080

Teal  HOME1081

Burnt Orange  HOME1079

Burnt Orange  HOME1079

A chunky lamp with a 
retro 1950’s feel. A great 

statement piece

H50.5cm x W30.5cm

Switched Lampholder

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

RAJ
TABLE LAMP

Raj Pendant Pg 94

Also available...

Pink  HOME1031 Blue  HOME1032

Hector is a fun and 
modern gloss ceramic 
lamp. Pink and blue 

Hectors are supplied with 
an ivory shade

H37.5cm x W25.5cm

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

HECTOR
TABLE LAMP

The Collection 2023
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Cream  HOME2340

Soft Grey  HOME2345 Powder Blue  HOME2350

Blush Pink  HOME2355
A painted ceramic lamp 

base in a soft loop design 
styled with an oval cotton 

shade

H37cm x W22.5cm x D13cm

In-line Switch

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

ISLA
TABLE LAMP

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk
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Gloss base painted 
table lamps. Styled with 
matching colour shades 

that zing against the high-
shine golden wire finish

H44cm x W28cm

In-line Switch

MACARON
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Emerald Green  HOME4807

White HOME4805 Ochre  HOME4806

Ribbon Pendant Page 94

Complete the Look

https://www.lightingandinteriors.co.uk/shop/search.htm?kw=ribbon+pendant&st=k&search=Search
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Grey | Chrome  HOME4900 Navy | Copper  HOME4901

A brushed stick table lamp 
with a sumptuous matte 

velvet shade. Finished with 
a brushed metallic shade 

inner

H44cm x W28cm

In-line Switch

VELVIE
TABLE LAMP

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Velvie Pendant Page 92

Complete the Look

Rose Gold |Grey   
HOME4250

Rose Gold | Off-white   
HOME4245

Polished chrome or Rose 
Gold stick base complete 

with a tapered cotton 
shade

H48cm x W16.5cm

In-line Switch

TALL STICK
TABLE LAMP

SES 
Candle

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Aubergine  SACA8253 Grey  HOME2560 White  SACA8257Black  SACA8254
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Duck Egg  HOME1553

Cream  HOME1552

A classic brushed metal 
stick base with a pleated 

cylinder shade

H47cm x W17cm 

In-line Switch

SES 
Candle

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

WILSON
TABLE LAMP

Grey  HOME1554

Wilson Pendant Page 93

Complete the Look
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HOME4255

Statement luxe table lamp. 
Structural gold leaf base 

presented on a clear acrylic 
plinth. Styled with a white 

cylinder shade and matching 
gold American harp fitting 

H59cm x W35.5cm 

In-line Switch

BEATRICE
TABLE LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME2010

Large textured chalky 
ceramic base with grey 

linen effect tapered shade

H70cm x W46cm  

Switched Lampholder

GRETA
TABLE LAMP

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Due to the manufacturing processes each Etta Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.
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GREG1602

Chunky and weighty 
ridged ceramic base in 

a whitewash effect with 
a large textured cream 

cylinder shade

H74cm x W48cm  

Switched Lampholder

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

ETTA
TABLE LAMP

GREG1602

A heavy weight ridged ceramic 
base in a whitewash effect, 
with a large textured fabric 

cylinder shade        

H74cm x D48cm  

Switched Lampholder

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

ETTA
TABLE LAMP

Due to the manufacturing processes each Etta Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.
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Bold, cobalt blue glass 
table lamp with clear 

acrylic base plinth. Helly 
is a true statement piece 
finished with a natural 

cylinder shade

H61cm x W30cm   

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HELLY
TABLE LAMP

Oriental butterfly and  
blossom design on a pale  

gold background, featuring 
a cross-hatched effect 

with an  
American harp fitting

H67cm x W40cm   

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

ADMIRAL
TABLE LAMP

Due to the manufacturing processes each Admiral Table Lamp has very subtle differences. No two lamps are identical making each one beautifully unique.
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An extensive collection of matching items

including table and floor lamps, fittings and pendant 

lampshades.

Used alone or as a full range, these items can add the

perfect final touch to your next decorating project.

Coordinating 
Ranges

Jackson Table Lamp Pg 56

The Collection 2023



MAUI
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

A natural intricatly woven base for 
a relaxed warm style. Table lamp 
features an oatmeal cotton shade 

Table Lamp: H58cm x W35cm 

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H100cm x W25cm 

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6100

HOME6105



LAYLA 
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Crystal table lamp with a large 
spherical crystal ball and stunning 
graduated step chrome detailing 

on its base. Complete with a 
white cylinder shade

Table Lamp: H73cm x W33cm

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H149cm x W42cm

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6065

C
ry

st
al 

Glass
M

et
all

ic 
Inner

HOME6070



HUDSON
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Show-stopping tripod crystal glass 
table and floor lamp. Cylindrical 

crystal legs add a timeless 
contemporary style. Detailed with 

chrome fixings and a light grey 
linen shade 

Table Lamp: H76.5cm x W33cm

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H149cm x W42cm

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6060

HOME6055

C
ry

st
al 

Glass

M
et

all
ic 

Inner



JERRY
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Sleek tripod floor and table lamp 
with staggered curved shoulders. 
Finished with coordinating shades 
this range will add designer style 

to any room 
 

Chrome | Grey 

Table Lamp: H50.5cm x W24cm

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H152cm x W42cm

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

SES 
Golfball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

HOME6036

HOME6041
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JERRY
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Sleek tripod floor and table lamp 
with staggered curved shoulders. 
Finished with coordinating shades 
this range will add designer style 

to any room 
 

Gold | White 

Table Lamp: H50.5cm x W24cm

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H152cm x W42cm

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

SES 
Golfball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

HOME6042

HOME6037
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JERRY
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Sleek tripod floor and table lamp 
with staggered curved shoulders. 
Finished with coordinating shades 
this range will add designer style 

to any room 
 

Antique Copper | Taupe 

Table Lamp: H50.5cm x W24cm

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H152cm x W42cm

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

SES 
Golfball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

HOME6040

HOME6035
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HOME2000

HOME1149

EASY
fit 

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

3-tier round pendant with 
clear acrylic beads

H27.5cm x W23cm

VICTORIA 
PENDANT SHADE

ES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

VICTORIA 
FLOOR LAMP

An elegant floor lamp with 3 
tiers of clear acrylic droplets 
and a sleek  chrome base 

H147.5cm x W32cm

Foot Switch

HOME2005

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

VICTORIA 
TABLE LAMP

The elegant 3 tier clear 
acrylic droplets and chrome 
will flood your room with 

light

H39.5cm x W20.5cm

In-line Switch



GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

CHLOE
PENDANT SHADE

The Chloe pendant oozes 
sophisticated glamour. Its 
smoke colour acrylic gems 

elegantly fall from the chrome 
shade frame

H20cm x Dia 28cm

EASY
fit 

Art Deco inspired 
pendant shade with 2 
tiers of distinctive clear         

acrylic droplets

H20cm x W25cm

GATSBY 
PENDANT SHADE

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

EASY
fit 

1 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

Art Deco inspired 
chrome metal table lamp 

with a distinctive clear         
acrylic shade

H34.5cm x W13cm  

In-line Switch

GATSBY
TABLE LAMP

SES 
Golfball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

Smoke coloured acrylic 
gems fall elegantly from 

a chrome shade, perfectly 
paired with a chrome stick 

base

H36cm x W17cm  

In-line Switch

CHLOE
TABLE LAMP

HOME6140HOME1606

HOME1605 HOME6145



HOME1533

HOME3510

HOME3450

EASY
fit 

Some self 
assembly required

3x
SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

Highly reflective chrome 
effect acrylic flower shapes 

on a flush ceiling plate, 
featuring 3 lampholders 
for extra brightness in 

your home

H30cm x W44cm

LOOPAL 
CEILING FITTING

Some self 
assembly required

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Watch as shadows are 
bounced across the room 

as the light beautifully 
reflects off each chrome 

effect petal

H28cm x W39cm

LOOPAL 
PENDANT SHADE

Some self 
assembly required

3x
SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

A sphere of highly 
reflective chrome effect 
flower shapes on a stick 

floor lamp

H170cm x W45cm   

Foot Switch

LOOPAL
FLOOR LAMP



A
dj
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SEB
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Adjustable table and floor lamp in 
brushed chrome or antique brass.

The position and direction of the 
shade can be adjusted to perfectly 

direct the light. 

Table Lamp: H51cm x W28cm x 
D14.5cm 

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H156cm x W32cm 
x D24.5cm

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Antique Brass  HOME6090

Antique Brass  HOME6080 Brushed Chrome  HOME6075

Brushed Chrome  HOME6085



Chrome HOME6160

Chrome HOME6155

3 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

JACKSON
TABLE LAMP

Finished in chrome with frosted 
glass globes. The Jackson table 
lamp is a structural statement 

piece and will create a focal point 
in any interior 

  
H58cm x W35cm

In-line Switch

JACKSON 
FLOOR LAMP

Finished in chrome with 
frosted glass globes. The 
Jackson floor lamp is a 

structural statement piece 
and will create a focal point 

in any interior  

H145cm x W50cm

Foot Switch

5 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

Chrome HOME6155



Gold HOME6161

Gold HOME6156

3 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

JACKSON
TABLE LAMP

Finished in gold with frosted glass 
globes. The Jackson table lamp is 
a structural statement piece and 
will create a focal point in any 

interior 
  

H58cm x W35cm

In-line Switch

JACKSON 
FLOOR LAMP

Finished in gold with frosted 
glass globes. The Jackson 
floor lamp is a structural 
statement piece and will 

create a focal point in any 
interior  

H145cm x W50cm

Foot Switch

5 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

Gold HOME6156
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A waterfall of acrylic 
droplets hanging elegantly 

from a white voile 
ribbon shade 

 
H24cm x W30cm

GRACE 
PENDANT SHADE

Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME4615

EASY
fit 

A waterfall of acrylic droplets 
hanging elegantly from a 
white voile ribbon shade. 

Perfectly paired with a metallic 
chrome base

H47.5cm x W20.5cm

In-line Switch

SES 
GLS

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

GRACE
TABLE LAMP

HOME4620

Photographed with Pendant 
Fitting Suspension Set 
Page 83
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HOME6120

HOME6125

GRACE
CEILING FITTING

A waterfall of acrylic droplets 
hanging elegantly from a white 
voile ribbon shade and a chrome 

ceiling plate

H24cm x W40cm

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

GRACE 
FLOOR LAMP

A waterfall of acrylic droplets 
hanging elegantly from a 

white voile ribbon shade on a 
metallic chrome base

H159cm x W34.5cm 

Foot Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

The Collection 2023
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HOME1613

HOME2065

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A mirror mosaic feature lamp 
base with chrome detailing and 

coordinating white shade

Table Lamp: H57cm x W41cm 
Floor Lamp: H156.5cm x W40cm 

Switched Lampholder

MAYA
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

White  HOME2570

White  HOME2565

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

BROOKE 
FLOOR & TABLE LAMP

A contemporary rectangular 
chrome floor and table lamp 

with chrome pull switch detail

Table Lamp: 
 H53.5cm x W29cm x D16cm

Floor Lamp: 
H156cm x W40cm x D22cm 

 
Pull Switch 

Pull Switch Detail

Crackle Detail
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HOME4260

HOME4265

Structural satin nickel 
wall light complete with a 

metallic smoked glass shade

H23.5cm x W16cm x D22cm

BENEDICT
WALL LIGHT FITTING

ES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

Structural satin nickel desk 
lamp complete with a metallic 

smoked glass shade

H44cm x W15.5cm x D26cm

In-line Switch

BENEDICT
TABLE LAMP

ES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

ES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

HOME4265

HOME4260
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HOME4480

CLARA 
3 LIGHT CEILING FITTING

Chic brushed gold 3 light fitting 
with frosted glass shades hung 
from a circular ceiling plate on 

black twisted cables

H80cm x W25cm

HOME4470

3 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

HOME4475

CLARA 
FLOOR LAMP

Chic brushed gold 3 light floor 
lamp complete with moveable 

frosted glass shades

H151cm x W24.5cm

Foot Switch

3 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

CLARA 
2 LIGHT WALL FITTING

Chic brushed gold double light 
wall light complete with frosted 

glass shades

H25cm x W10cm x D10cm 

In-line Rocker

2 x G9

28W Eco Halogen   
3W LED

Ad
justable

M
eta

llic In
ner
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HOME1516

CURVE 
TABLE LAMP

A curved satin chrome base  
with a grey cylinder shade

H50cm x W34cm span  
(shade 31cm diam)

In-line Switch

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

CURVE 
FLOOR LAMP

A curved satin chrome base  
with a grey cylinder shade

H149cm x W77cm span 
(Shade 38cm diam) 

 
Foot Switch

HOME1517

The Collection 2023
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Antique Brass  SACA4840

Antique Brass  SACA4845
Chrome  SACA1004

Chrome  SACA1002

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Shiny chrome finish base 
 with a grey linen tapered 

square shade

Antique brass base 
with a cream plain cotton 

tapered square shade

Table lamp: H49cm x W25cm 

Floor lamp: H161cm x W41cm  

Switched Lampholder

NELSON
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk
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Chrome | Grey 
HOME3335

Antique Brass | Ivory 
HOME3340

Chrome | Grey 
HOME3325

Antique Brass | Ivory 
HOME3330

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

FENELLA 
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

A contemporary rotating arm 
table and floor lamp with a 

pleated shade

Table Lamp: H54cm x W31cm 

Floor Lamp: H154cm x W40.5cm   

Switched Lampholder

Adjustable

Metallic Inner
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Chrome | White 
HOME1265

Pewter | Taupe 
HOME1264

Pewter | Taupe 
HOME1266

Chrome | White 
HOME1263

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A modern floor and table lamp 
with chrome pull switch detail 

supplied with a faux silk cylinder 
shade 

Pewter Base & Taupe Shade 

Chrome Base & White Shade

Table Lamp: 
H62cm x W25cm 

Floor Lamp: 
H175cm x W32cm 

 Pull Switch

MANHATTAN
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

Pull Switch Detail
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Chrome  HOME1722

Chrome  HOME1653

Gold  HOME1724

Gold  HOME1655

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Shiny metal stick floor 
lamp with a white cotton         

cylindrical shade

H160cm x W35cm  

Foot Switch

ISLINGTON
FLOOR LAMP

SES 
Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   

A shiny metal stick touch 
lamp with a white cotton        

cylindrical shade

H47cm x W25cm  

Touch Activated

ISLINGTON
TABLE LAMP

Gold  HOME1724

Bulbs must be dimmable
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Antique Brass | Ivory 
  HOME2205

Antique Brass | Ivory 
HOME3220

A metallic stick floor lamp 
firmly planted with a 

chunky marble base and 
finished with a cylinder 

shade 

Antique Brass | Ivory

H157cm x W31cm

Switched Lampholder

BIANCO
FLOOR LAMP

BC 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

A marble plinth base with 
metallic stick finished with 

a cylinder shade

Antique Brass | Ivory

H48cm x W18cm

Switched Lampholder

BIANCO
TABLE LAMP

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED
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Ochre | Copper  
HOME1658

Black | Chrome  
HOME2455

ES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

BAUHAUS 
FLOOR LAMP

A retro-inspired statement 
piece with adjustable head and 

contrast ring detail

H156cm x W40cm

Foot Switch

Cream | Copper  
HOME1656
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Cream  HOME1705Grey  HOME1641

Cream  HOME1706Grey  HOME1644

Yellow  HOME1642

Yellow  HOME1643

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

ES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

SVEN 
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

A Scandinavian style floor and 
table task light with moveable 

head and arm to adjust

Table Lamp: H51cm x W15cm

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H156cm x W23cm

Foot Switch

Ad
justable

M
eta

llic In
ner
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HOME6150

Archee is a large statement 
curved floor lamp with 

weighted base. The large 
curve is elegant in style and 

the whole floor lamp is 
finished in a soft grey colour

H174cm x W40cm

Foot Switch

ARCHEE
FLOOR LAMP

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

The Collection 2023
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Satin Nickel  HOME2225

Satin Nickel  HOME2215

Antique Brass  HOME2230

Antique Brass  HOME2220

GRANTHAM 
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

A classic candelabra style floor and 
table lamp finished in satin nickel 
or antique brass supplied with a 

slubbed white cotton shade

Table Lamp: H54cm x W32cm

In-line Switch

Floor Lamp: H158cm x W45cm

Foot Switch

2x
SES 
Candle

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

3x
SES 
Candle

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED
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Satin Nickel  HOME2235 Antique Brass  HOME2240

Satin Nickel  HOME2245 Antique Brass  HOME2250

3x
SES 
Candle

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

6x
SES 
Candle

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

A classic candelabra style 
ceiling fitting finished in 

satin nickel or antique brass 
supplied with a slubbed white 

cotton shade

3 Arm: H32cm x W45cm

GRANTHAM
3 & 6 LIGHT CEILING FITTING

6 Arm: H34cm x W52cm

The Collection 2023



Antique Brass  SACA8245

Antique Brass  SACA8244

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

An antique brass lamp base 
featuring a curved cage design 

and a natural cotton shade

Table Lamp: H52cm x W36cm 
 

 Floor Lamp: H150cm x W46cm 

Switched Lampholder

BARLEY TWIST
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP



Chrome  HOME1632

Chrome  HOME1639

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A chrome lamp base featuring 
a curved cage design and a 

grey cotton shade

Table Lamp: H52cm x W36cm 
 

 Floor Lamp: H150cm x W46cm 

Switched Lampholder

BARLEY TWIST
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP



Chrome | White 
SACA7205

Chrome | White 
SACA7204

Chrome | White 
SACA7203

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A timeless bowed and lined soft shade   
and beautifully traditional candlestick 

style base available in 2 table lamp 
sizes and matching floor lamp

Small Table Lamp: H59cm x W31cm 
 

 Large Table Lamp: H84cm x W36cm  
 

Floor Lamp: H167cm x W41cm 

 Switched Lampholder

VIENNA CHROME
CANDLESTICK LAMPS



Antique Brass | Cream 
SACA7202

Antique Brass | Cream 
SACA7201

Antique Brass | Cream 
SACA7200

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A timeless bowed and lined soft shade   
and beautifully traditional candlestick 

style base available in 2 table lamp 
sizes and matching floor lamp

Small Table Lamp: H59cm x W31cm 
 

 Large Table Lamp: H84cm x W36cm  
 

Floor Lamp: H167cm x W41cm 

 Switched Lampholder

VIENNA ANTIQUE 
BRASS

CANDLESTICK LAMPS



BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Classic antique brass and acrylic 
floor and table lamp, with 
oatmeal box pleat shade

Table Lamp: H51.5cm x W29cm 
Floor Lamp: H151cm x W40cm 

Switched Lampholder

HARRIS
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP

HOME2045

HOME2040

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Classic antique brass and acrylic 
detail floor lamp in a timeless 
traditional style. Finished with 
an oatmeal coloured box pleat 

shade

Floor lamp: H152cm x W39.5cm  

Switched Lampholder

HARRIS
FLOOR LAMP

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Classic antique brass and acrylic 
detail table lamp in a timeless 
traditional style.Finished with 

an oatmeal coloured box pleat 
shade

Table Lamp: H51.5cm x W29cm 

Switched Lampholder

HARRIS
TABLE LAMP

HOME2040

HOME2045



Antique Brass  SACA8241

Antique Brass  SACA8240

BC GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Antique brass base with clear 
glass detail with a cream 

pleated and lined soft shade

Table lamp: H49cm x W29cm 
 

Floor lamp: H160cm x W51cm  

Switched Lampholder

MARGOT
TABLE & FLOOR LAMP



Shades
& Ceiling 
Fittings
Our comprehensive collection of easy fit pendant

shades and chandeliers along with a range of ceiling

and wall lights. Also featuring our ever popular 
 
traditionally shaped cone shades in a selection 
 
of neutral fabrics.

Lola Pendant Shade Pg.83
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ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

 Chevron corded rise and 
fall fitting with weight and 
two ceiling plates to allow 
easy adjustment in height

H16cm x W36cm 
(Shade size only) 

Cable Length: 250cm

RENI 
CEILING FITTING

HOME3160

HOME2025

A classic cylindrical ceiling 
lantern in shiny chrome, 

on a 55cm adjustable chain

H39cm x W22cm

SYBLE
CEILING FITTING

3 x
SES 
Candle

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED
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Grey   HOME3085Cream   HOME3090

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A simple painted metal 
domed shade with a wood 

effect metal top detail

H26cm x W29cm

Cable Length: 32cm 

SAMUEL 
CEILING FITTING

HOME3120

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A stunning gold coloured 
ceiling fitting with a 

central band of acrylic 
crystal pieces to reflect 
light beautifully around 

your room

H22cm x W26cm 

NOVA 
CEILING FITTING



Antique Brass Detail  
Mocha Cable

HOME2285

Brushed Copper Detail  
Light Grey Cable

HOME2295

Chrome Detail        
Light Grey Cable

HOME2290

ES GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

An adjustable fabric cable 
featuring a durable metal 

ceiling rose. Our retro 
twisted cord light fittings 
will add a stylish touch to 

your interior space

Ceiling rose: H2cm x W11cm 

Cable Length: 135cm

PENDANT FITTING 
SUSPENSION SET

Bulb not included

HOME3445

EASY
fit 

GLS

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

A timeless pendant crafted 
with a tiered chrome 

frame amidst 3 layers of 
glass droplets

H26cm x W20cm

LOLA
PENDANT SHADE

Some self 
assembly required

Golf Ball

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Easy fit chandelier 
adorned with acrylic 
jewels that glisten in  

the light

H40.5cm x W40cm

MARILYN 
PENDANT SHADE

HOME4630

EASY
fit 



HOME1530

This majestic 5 tier 
chandelier on an 80cm 

adjustable chain will be a 
real talking point. 

The acrylic pieces allow light 
to glisten off each facet for 

a truly beautiful look

H65cm x W39cm

LATHAM
LARGE FITTING

SES 
Golf Ball

28W Eco Halogen   
8W Energy Saver
6W LED

5x

Some self 
assembly required
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Wattage: 
Inc. built in 12W LEDs

Lumens: 2,800
Kelvin: 4000

Modern bright LED Crystal            
Semi-Flush Ceiling Fitting.                
The sweeping crystal bars 

have a beautiful ripple detail 
within the glass. Fitting 

already includes built in LED 
and the crystal bars can be 
twisted to achieve different 

looks

H16cm x W45cm

EDGAR
LED CEILING FITTING

HOME4855

Wattage: 
Inc. built in 12W LEDs

Lumens: 1,400
Kelvin: 4050

Elegant LED Crystal     
Semi-Flush Ceiling 

Fitting.The grand crystal 
droplets catch the 

light even when unlit.                          
Fitting already includes 

built in LED 

H19cm x W28cm

OSCAR
LED CEILING FITTING

HOME4860

Some self 
assembly required
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Wattage: 
Inc. built in 12W LEDs

Lumens: 1,100
Kelvin: 3,800

Stunning crystal floral 
droplets and a mirrored 
glass ceiling plate. The 
faceted detail on the 
floral crystal droplets 

means that they glisten 
beautifully in the light

H15cm x W30cm

VERITY
LED CEILING FITTING

HOME4865

Some self 
assembly required
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Grey | Gold  HOME3555Grey | Copper  HOME3550

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Jasper Table Lamp Page 18

Complete the Look

Concrete effect metal 
dome finished with a 

metallic collar

H22cm x W35cm

JASPER 
PENDANT SHADE

Caramel  HOME3535Black  HOME3530

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Geometric folded metal 
shade with delicate cut 

out design allowing light 
to escape

H20cm x W29.5cm

SHADOW 
PENDANT SHADE

Photographed with Pendant 
Fitting Suspension Set 
Page 83

EASY
fit 

EASY
fit 
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Grey  HOME1703Cream  HOME1624

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A painted metal pendant 
with a wooden collar

H14cm x W36cm

JAKOB 
PENDANT SHADE

EASY
fit 

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A wonderfully warm 
terracotta ceramic 

pendant shade with subtle 
gold inner

H15cm x W31cm 

TAGINE 
PENDANT SHADE

HOME2195

EASY
fit 

Photographed with Pendant 
Fitting Suspension Set 
Page 83
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Cream  HOME1173Grey  HOME1175

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A classic lighting pendant 
available in cream or grey 

painted metal with a 
white inner

H20cm x W30cm

VINTAGE 
PENDANT SHADE

EASY
fit 

Black | Gold  HOME1673

Grey | Gold  HOME1675

Cream | Gold  HOME1676

A cotton outer and a metallic 
effect inner to reflect light in 

your home

H32cm x W36cm  

BJORN
PENDANT SHADE

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

M
et

alli
c Inner

M
eta

llic In
ner

EASY
fit 

Photographed with Pendant 
Fitting Suspension Set 
Page 96
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Ivory | Gold  HOME3490 Grey | Chrome  HOME3485

EASY
fit 

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A luxurious large pendant 
shade with diffuser and 

metallic detailing

H21cm x W46cm

MADALINE 
PENDANT SHADE

Cream | Gold   HOME3205 Beige | Copper   HOME3210

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A stylish cylinder pendant 
patterned with faux 
leather metallic leaf       

effect embellished detail

H20cm x W30.5cm

LOUIE
PENDANT SHADE

EASY
fit 

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Dazzling gold and silver 
glitter inner shades 

finished with a lavish 
cream corded fabric outer

H22cm x W46cm

DAZZLE
PENDANT SHADE

EASY
fit 

Photographed with Pendant 
Fitting Suspension Set 
Page 83

Cream | Silver   HOME4210 Cream | Gold   HOME4215
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Fashionable oversized 
shade styled with a 

metallic splatter effect foil.  
Finished with a matching 

cotton fabric inner

H24cm x W45cm

FRANKIE
PENDANT SHADE

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Black | Gold Foil  HOME4235

Grey | Silver Foil  HOME4240

Pink | Rose Gold  HOME4230

EASY
fit 
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Navy | Gold  HOME4875 Grey | Rose Gold  HOME4876

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A matte velvet shade 
stylishly finished with a 

striking metallic  
abstract print

H23cm x W35.5cm

KEIRA
PENDANT SHADE

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A sumptuous matte velvet 
shade with a brushed 

metallic inner

H20.5cm x W30.5cm

VELVIE
PENDANT SHADE

Grey | Chrome  HOME4821 Navy | Copper  HOME4822

Velvie Table Lamp Page 40

Complete the Look

EASY
fit 

EASY
fit 
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EASY
fit 

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

An elegant pleated shade 
with a diffuser to give a 

softer light

H20.5cm x W30.5cm

WILSON
PENDANT SHADE

Wilson Table Lamps Page 41

Complete the Look

Cream  HOME1229

Duck Egg  HOME1231

Grey  HOME1230



Raj Table Lamp Page 37

Complete the LookGLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Perfectly complementing 
our Raj Table Lamp, this 

simple cylinder lampshade 
helps to instantly 

transform your room

H20.5cm x W30.5cm

RAJ
PENDANT SHADE

Putty  HOME1280 Burnt Orange  HOME1281 Ochre  HOME1282

EASY
fit 

Grey  HOME4880 Ochre HOME4881
GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Fabric ribbons in grey or 
ochre cotton encasing 
an inner white cylinder 

diffuser for a softer light

H25cm x W35cm

RIBBON
PENDANT SHADE

EASY
fit 
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Denim | Aqua | Ivory  HOME3050

Duck Egg | Aqua | Ivory  HOME1224
Taupe | Latte | Ivory  HOME1226

Steel | Grey | Ivory  HOME1225 Ochre | Yellow | Ivory  HOME1227

Our 3 tier pendant shade 
comes in a selection of 

five beautiful, graduating 
colours to suit every home

H19cm x W28cm

3 TIER
PENDANT SHADE

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

EASY
fit 

Photographed with Pendant 
Fitting Suspension Set 
Page 83

Esme Table Lamp Page 28

Complete the Look

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

A textured cylinder 
pendant shade in neutral 
ivory coloured cord fabric

H20cm x W30cm

CORD
PENDANT SHADE

Ivory  SACA1048
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GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME3245

Adorable blue elephants 
migrating across a  

cylinder shade

H20cm x W25.5cm

HORTON
PENDANT SHADE

Pink   HOME3255Grey   HOME3260

A cloudy day with the sun 
on its way. Cylinder shades 

with a pretty cloud print

H20cm x W25.5cm

CLOUDY DAY
PENDANT SHADE

Grey   HOME3175 Navy   HOME4385

Diffused cut out stars 
shine when lit, mixed with 
outlined white print stars

H20cm x W25.5cm

STARRY NIGHT
PENDANT SHADE

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

EASY
fit 

EASY
fit 

EASY
fit 
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Add a splash of colour and 
fun to your room with the 
oversized Cheeky Cactus 
featuring a playful print 
and matching orange 

lining 

H25cm x W40cm

CHEEKY CACTUS
CEILING PENDANT

EASY
fit 

HOME6191

A bright and colourful 
take on zebra print, this 
cylinder shade with its 

matching blue lining will 
add a flash of colour to 

your decor

H22cm x W35cm

BRIGHT ZEBRA
CEILING PENDANT

EASY
fit 

HOME6196

Soft and muted shades of 
green in a eucalyptus style 
print with a subtle green 

lining, its the perfect 
shade to create a calming 

escape in any room

H22cm x W35cm

EUCALYPTUS
CEILING PENDANT

EASY
fit 

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

HOME6190 HOME6195

Create the perfect tropical 
retreat in any room with 

this oversized tropical 
print pendant shade with 

copper metallic inner

H25cm x W40cm

TROPICAL CLUB
CEILING PENDANT

EASY
fit 



C.

A.

See page 100 for dimensions

       5” Clip  SACA8160
10” SACA8161
12” SACA8162
14” SACA8163
16” SACA8164
20” SACA8165

Ivory shantung fully 
lined soft shade with a 

matching trim

LINED OCTAGONAL
SOFT SHADE

Cream faux silk pleated 
soft shae with white lining

KNIFE PLEATED DRUM
SOFT SHADE

10” SACA8120
12” SACA8121
14” SACA8122
16” SACA8123
18” SACA8124
20” SACA8125

B.

GLS

42W Eco Halogen   
11W Energy Saver
10W LED

Candle

Clip shades take bulb: 

18W Eco Halogen   
5W Energy Saver
4W LED

10” HOME1055
12” HOME1056
14” HOME1057

Natural cottonette 
with an embroidered 

heart deign

JULIET EMBROIDERED
DRUM

NATURAL COTTONETTE
TAPERED CYLINDER

9” SACA0125

D.



CREAM COTTON
CONE

With removable UK reducer ring

6”  SACA8149 (clip fitting)
10” SACA6816
12” SACA6817
14” SACA6818
16” SACA9284
18” SACA9285
20” SACA9286

With standard UK fitting

10”  SACA4485
12” SACA4505
14” SACA4520

CREAM COTTON
CONEG. G.1

NATURAL COTTONETTE
CONE

10” SACA0110
12” SACA0115
14” SACA0120

E.
CREAM COTTON

DRUM

10” SACA6841
12” SACA6842
14” SACA6843

F.

CREAM LINEN
CONE

10” SACA1051
12” SACA1052
14” SACA1053
16” SACA1054

H.

See page 100 for dimensions



100

B

H

T

SHADE SIZES - all measurements are approximate

PRODUCTS CLIP SHADE 9” 10” 12” 14” 16” 18” 20”

CREAM COTTON
DRUM

(REMOVABLE REDUCER)

SACA6843
H21.5 x T16.5 x B35.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA6842
H18.5 x T15 x B30.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA6841
H15.5 x T12.5 x B25.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

F.

NATURAL COTTONETTE
CONE

(REMOVABLE REDUCER)

SACA0115
H15.5 x T10 x B30.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA0120
H17 x T11.5 x B35.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA0110
H14.5 x T10 x B25.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

E.

NATURAL COTTONETTE
TAPERED CYLINDER

(REMOVABLE REDUCER)

SACA0125
H23 x T20.5 x B23cm

Lamp & Ceiling Shade

D.

CREAM COTTON
CONE

(REMOVABLE REDUCER)

SACA8149
H12.5 x T7.5 x B15cm

Clip Shade

SACA6816
H14.5 x T10 x B25.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA6817
H15.5 x T10 x B30.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA6818
H17 x T11.5 x B35.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA9284
H17 x T11.5 x B40.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA9285
H19.5 x T12.5 x B45.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA9286
H24 x T15 x B51cm

Lamp & Ceiling Shade

G.

CREAM COTTON
CONE

(STANDARD UK FITTING)

SACA4485
H14.5 x T10 x B25.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA4505
H15.5 x T10 x B30.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA4520
H17 x T11.5 x B35.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

G.1

CREAM LINEN
SHADE

(REMOVABLE REDUCER)

SACA1051
H14.5 x T10 x B25.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA1052
H15.5 x T10 x B30.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA1053
H17 x T11.5 x B35.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

SACA1054
H17 x T11.5 x B40.5cm
Lamp & Ceiling Shade

H.

JULIET EMBROIDERED
DRUM

(REMOVABLE REDCUER)

HOME1055
H16 x T13 x B25.5cm

Lamp & Ceiling Shade

HOME1056
H18 x T15.5 x B31cm

Lamp & Ceiling Shade

HOME1057
H21.5 x T18 x B36cm

Lamp & Ceiling Shade

B.

KNIFE PLEAT
SOFT SHADE

(REMOVABLE REDUCER)

SACA8120
H16.5 x T15 x B25.5cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8121
H17.5 x T18 x B30.5cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8122
H21 x T20.5 x B35.5cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8125
H29 x T26.5 x B51cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8123
H23.5 x T23 x B40.5cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8124
H26.5 x T25.5 x B45.5cm

Lamp Shade Only

C.

LINED OCTAGONAL
SOFT SHADE

(REMOVABLE REDUCER)

SACA8160
H13 x T10 x B15.5cm

Clip Shade

SACA8161
H25 x T15 x B27cm
Lamp Shade Only

SACA8162
H27 x T16.5 x B33cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8163
H29.5 x T19.5 x B38cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8164
H36 x T23 x B43.5cm

Lamp Shade Only

SACA8165
H38 x T27.5 x B54cm

Lamp Shade Only

A.

The measurements in the below table are approximate.

The dimension in the product name is always the bottom 

measurement, for example a 10” shade will have a bottom 

diameter of 10” (approx 25.5cm).

The height of the shade is measured vertically.

Dimensions of the Lined Octagonal shades, due to their unique shape, 

is measured between the two outer most corners.

Some shades are supplied with a reversible gimbal meaning they are

suitable for use both as a ceiling pendant or on a table or floor lamp base. 

This is clearly stated in the below table.

Clip shades are designed to attach to the bulb, not a lampholder.
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Bulb & Switch Guide
Unless otherwise stated bulbs are not included with our lighting products. Always be sure to use the correct type and wattage of bulb as indicated on the fitting. 

Please refer to the conversion table below for Eco Halogen, Energy Saver and LED information.

Switches

Wattage Conversion Chart

STANDARD 25W 40W

ECO HALOGEN 18W 28W

5W 8WENERGY SAVER

4W 6W

60W

42W

11W

10W

G9

28W

3W

NEVER exceed the wattage stated, this may cause lighting products to overheat

In-line Switch Foot Switch Pull Switch 
(Style can vary)

In-line Rocker 
(Style can vary)

Switched 
Lampholder

Our products are either a Bayonet (BC), Edison Screw (ES), Small Edison Screw (SES) or G9

Touch Switch

SMALL
SCREW

E14
SES

BAYONET

B22
BC

SCREW

E27
ES

CAPSULE

G9

CANDLEGOLF BALL CFL CAPSULE (G9)GLS

Bulb Fittings

Bulb Shapes

The Collection 2023



Throughout our catalogue, you will see the easy fit logo on some of our ceiling lights. These easy fit shades are non-electrical pendant shades that fit on to your 
customer’s existing ceiling fitting and attach with a shade ring / skirt.

REMOVE FITTING FROM BOX. POSITION 
CEILING PLATE TO CEILING, ATTACH CEILING 
PLATE TO CEILING AS SHOWN.

ASSEMBLE THE FITTING CAREFULLY PULLING 
FLEX THROUGH AT POINT (A) SECURE BY TIGHTENING 
SMALL SCREW WITH HEX KEY. 

SCREW THE LIGHT FITTING TO THE CEILING PLATE. 

REMOVE FITTING FROM BOX. POSITION 
CEILING PLATE TO CEILING, ATTACH CEILING 
PLATE TO CEILING AS SHOWN.

ASSEMBLE THE FITTING CAREFULLY PULLING 
FLEX THROUGH AT POINT (A) SECURE BY TIGHTENING 
SMALL SCREW WITH HEX KEY. 

SCREW THE LIGHT FITTING TO THE CEILING PLATE. 

REMOVE FITTING FROM BOX. POSITION 
CEILING PLATE TO CEILING, ATTACH CEILING 
PLATE TO CEILING AS SHOWN.

ASSEMBLE THE FITTING CAREFULLY PULLING 
FLEX THROUGH AT POINT (A) SECURE BY TIGHTENING 
SMALL SCREW WITH HEX KEY. 

SCREW THE LIGHT FITTING TO THE CEILING PLATE. 

What is an Easy Fit?
EASY

fit 
Ceiling lights are the best way to light up the whole room and provide ambient lighting. Non-electrical pendant shades are the easiest way for your customer to update their ceiling 
lighting. Both easy fits and electrical fittings have their advantages and offer completely different looks. Customers may choose an easy fit pendant over an electrical fitting for ease, 

if they rent, or to simply update decor and colour schemes. The easy fit products are also great for children’s rooms as they can easily be updated as the child grows.

Customers can transform a room in minutes with easy fit pendant shades. There is no need to wire up a fitting or use a qualified electrician. 

Shade Reducer Rings
Otherwise known as continental reducers, these 
removable inserts reduce the shade fitting size 
so the shade can be used with more traditional 

UK bulb holders.

Reducer rings are added to the majority of our 
shade range to allow use on either standard UK 
(Bayonet Cap) or larger European (Edison Screw) 

bulb holders.

Whilst the majority of new build homes have 
Edison Screw (ES) bulb holders, a large number 
of older properties will still have the standard 

Bayonet Cap (BC) bulb holders.

To use our shades on larger fitments, simply 
remove the reducer ring. We recommend 

keeping the removed ring somewhere 
safe should you ever wish to use the                   

shade elsewhere!



STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

Interpretation
1.1     In these conditions.

• “Buyer” means the person who accepts a quotation of the seller for the sale of 
the goods or whose order for the goods is accepted by the seller.

• “Goods” means the goods (including any instalment of the goods or any parts 
of them) that the seller is to supply in accordance with these conditions.

• “Seller” means the company named overleaf or in the document in which 
these conditions appear which is selling or giving a quotation for the goods 
to the buyer under the contract quotation into which these conditions are 
incorporated.

• “Conditions” means the standard terms and conditions of sale set out in this 
document and (unless the context otherwise requires) include any special terms 
and conditions agreed in writing between the buyer and the seller.

• “Contract” means the contract for the purchase and the sale of the goods.
• “Writing” includes telex, cable, facsimile transmission, electronic mail and 

comparable means of communication.
1.2 Any reference in these conditions to any provisions with a statute shall be 

construed as a reference to that provision as amended, re-enacted or extended at 
the date of the contract.

1.3 The headings in these conditions are for convenience only and shall not affect their 
interpretation.

Basis of the sale
2.1 The seller shall sell and the buyer shall purchase the goods in accordance with 

any written quotation of the seller which is accepted by the buyer, or any written 
order of the buyer which is accepted by the seller subject in either case to these 
conditions, which shall govern the contract to the exclusion of any other terms 
and conditions subject to which any such quotation is accepted or purported to be 
accepted, or any such order is made or is purported to be made, by the buyer.

2.2 No variation to these conditions shall be binding unless agreed in writing between 
the buyer and seller (and the use of the buyer’s stationery or email address 
shall as against the buyer be conclusive evidence of the authority of the buyer’s 
representative to make agreements on the buyer’s behalf).

2.3 The seller’s employees or agents are not authorised to make any representations 
concerning the goods unless confirmed by the seller in writing. In entering into the 
contract the buyer acknowledges that it does not rely on any such representations, 
which are not so confirmed.

2.4 Any advice or recommendation given by the seller or its employees or agents to the 
buyer as to the storage application or use of the goods which is not confirmed in 
writing by the seller is followed or acted upon entirely at the buyer’s own risk and 
accordingly the seller shall not be liable for any such advice or recommendation 
which are not so confirmed.

2.5 Any typographical, clerical or other error or omission in any sales, literature, 
quotation, price list, acceptance of offer, invoice or other document or information 
issued by the seller shall be subject to correction without any liability on the part of 
the seller.

2.6 All drawings, documents, confidential records, computer software and other 
information supplied by the seller are supplied on the express understanding 
that copyright is reserved to the seller and that the buyer will not without the 
written consent of the seller either give away, loan, exhibit or sell such drawings, 
documents, records, software or other information or extracts there from or copies 
thereof or use them in any way except in connection with the goods in respect of 
which they are issued.

2.7 The buyer shall be solely responsible for ensuring that all drawings, information, 
advice and recommendations given to the seller either directly or indirectly by 
the buyer or by the buyer’s agents, servant, consultants, advisor are accurate, 
correct and suitable. Examination or consideration by the seller of such drawings, 
information, advice or recommendations shall in no way limit the buyer’s 
responsibility hereunder unless the seller specifically agrees in writing to accept 
responsibility.

2.8 The seller accepts no responsibility or liability for the suitability of materials or design 
of goods made especially to the buyer’s requirements, which differ from the seller’s 
standard specifications even if the purpose be known to the seller.

2.9 The seller cannot accept responsibility for the buyer’s samples, drawings, tools and 
the like, while in the seller’s possession and the seller will not accept any claims for 
loss breakages or damages to the same whatever the cause.

Quotations
3.1 Quotations shall be available for acceptance for a maximum period of 30 days from 

the date of issue after which period they are not valid unless reconfirmed in writing 

by the seller and may be withdrawn or amended by the seller within such period at 
any time in writing without notice.

3.2 Unless otherwise stated all prices are quoted net exclusive of any applicable value 
added tax.

3.3 Quotations and offers are for the whole of the goods in respect of which they are 
given by the seller and the seller reserves the right to refuse acceptance of any 
order which constitutes part only of the goods forming the subject of the quotation 
or offer.

3.4 If any statement or representation has been made to the buyer by the seller its 
servants or agents upon which the buyer relies other than in the documents 
enclosed with the seller’s quotation or acknowledgement or order then the buyer 
must set out that statement or representation in a document to be attached to or 
endorsed on the order and in any such case the seller may confirm, reject or clarify 
the point and submit a new quotation.

Orders and Specifications
4.1 No quotation or order is valid unless in writing.
4.2 No order submitted by the buyer against a quotation by the seller shall be deemed 

to be accepted by the seller unless and until confirmed in writing by the seller’s 
authorised representative.

4.3 The buyer shall be responsible to the seller for ensuring the accuracy of the 
terms of any order submitted by the buyer and for giving the seller any necessary 
information relating to the goods within a sufficient time to enable the seller to 
perform the contract in accordance with its terms.

4.4 The quantity, quality and description of the goods shall be those set out in the 
seller’s quotation (if accepted by the buyer) or the buyer’s order (if accepted by the 
seller).

4.5 If the goods are to be manufactured or any process is to be applied to the goods by 
the seller in accordance with a specification submitted by the buyer, the buyer shall 
indemnify the seller against all loss, damages, costs and expenses awarded against 
or incurred by the seller in connection with or paid or agreed to be paid by the 
seller in settlement of any claim for infringement of any patent, copyright, design, 
trademark or other industrial or intellectual property rights of any other person 
which results from the seller’s use of the buyer’s specification.

4.6 The seller reserves the right to make any changes in the specification of the goods 
which are required to conform with any applicable statutory or EC requirements 
or whether goods are to be supplied to the seller’s specification which do not 
materially affect their quality or performance.

4.7 No order which has been accepted by the seller may be cancelled by the buyer, 
except with the agreement in writing of the seller and on terms that the buyer shall 
indemnify the seller in full against all loss (including loss of profit), costs (including 
the cost of all labour and materials used), damages, charges and expenses incurred 
by the seller as a result of cancellation.

Price of the Goods
5.1 Unless otherwise agreed and subject in any event to paragraph 5.2, the price of the 

goods will be as stated in the seller’s quotation or if none, in the seller’s price list 
prevailing on the date the goods are due for delivery.

5.2 The seller reserves the right by giving notice to the buyer at any time before 
delivery to increase the price of the goods to reflect any increase in the cost to the 
seller which is due to any factor beyond the control of the seller (such as, without 
limitation, any foreign exchange fluctuation, currency regulations, alteration 
of duties, significant increase in the costs of labour, materials or other costs of 
manufacture), any change in delivery dates, quantities or specifications for the 
goods which is requested by the buyer, or any delay caused by any instructions 
of the buyer or failure of the buyer to give the seller adequate information or 
instructions.

5.3 Except as otherwise stated under the terms of any quotation or in any price list 
of the seller and unless otherwise agreed in writing between the buyer and the 
seller all the prices are given by the seller on an ex works basis and where the seller 
agrees to deliver the goods otherwise than at the seller’s premises the buyer shall 
be liable to pay the seller’s charges for transport, packaging and insurance.

5.4 The price is exclusive of any applicable Value Added Tax, which the buyer shall be 
additionally liable to pay to the seller.

5.5 The seller reserves the right to charge the buyer for the cost of pallets and 
returnable containers in addition to the price of goods if they have not been 
returned within 14 days from the date of delivery.

Terms of Payment
6.1 Subject to any special terms agreed in writing between the buyer and the seller, the 



seller shall be entitled to invoice the buyer for the price of the goods on or at any time 
after the delivery of the goods, unless the goods are to be collected by the buyer, 
or the buyer wrongfully fails to take delivery of the goods, in which event the seller 
shall be entitled to invoice the buyer for the price at any time after the seller has 
notified the buyer that the goods are ready for collection or (as the case may be) the 
seller has tendered delivery of the goods.

6.2 The buyer shall pay the price of the goods within 30 days of the date of the seller’s 
invoice unless otherwise agreed in the contract, and the seller shall be entitled 
to recover the price, as a debt due, notwithstanding that delivery may not have 
taken place and the property in the goods has not passed to the buyer. The time of 
payment of the price shall be of the essence of the contract. Receipts for payment 
will be issued only upon request.

6.3 Where the goods are delivered by instalments, the seller may invoice each 
instalment separately and the buyer shall pay such invoices in accordance with 
these conditions.

6.4 No disputes arising under the contract nor delays beyond the reasonable control of 
the seller shall entitle the buyer to delay prompt payment in full nor shall the buyer 
assert or exercise any set-off against the price.

6.5 If the buyer fails to make any payment on the due date under the contract or any 
other contract between the seller or the buyer then, without prejudice to any other 
right or remedy available to the seller, the seller shall be entitled to:
6.5.1 Cancel the contract or suspend all further deliveries under the contract or 

any contract between the seller and the buyer without notice;
6.5.2 Appropriate any payment made by the buyer to such of the goods (or 

the goods supplied under any other contract between the buyer and 
the seller) as the seller may think fit (notwithstanding any purported 
appropriation by the buyer); and

6.5.3 Charge the buyer interest (both before and after any judgement) on the 
amount unpaid at the rate of 8% per month compounded monthly until 
repayment in full is made (a part of a month being treated as a full month 
for the purpose of calculating interest);

6.5.4 Exercise a lien over any property of the buyer in the seller’s possession 
with the right to store such property at the buyer’s expense and to sell the 
same and to recover from the proceeds of sale all sums owed to the seller 
without any duty of care to the buyer in respect of the storage or sale of 
the property;

6.5.5 Be indemnified by the buyer for any loss, damages, costs and expenses 
incurred by the seller in connection with the recovery of payment due; 
and

6.5.6 Charge the buyer 5% of the payment due or the sum of £100 plus VAT 
(whichever is the greater) as a contribution to the administration costs 
incurred by the seller in connection with the recovery of the payment due.

Delivery
7.1 Delivery of the goods shall be made by the buyer collecting the goods at the seller’s 

premises at any time after the seller has notified the buyer that the goods are ready 
for collection or if some other place for delivery is agreed, by the seller delivering 
the goods to that place.

7.2 Any dates quoted for delivery of the goods are approximate only and the seller 
shall not be liable for any delay in delivery of the goods however caused. Time for 
delivery shall not be of the essence of the contract unless previously agreed by the 
seller in writing. The goods may be delivered by the seller in advance of the quoted 
delivery date upon giving reasonable notice to the buyer. The date of delivery shall 
in every case be dependant upon prompt receipt of all necessary information, 
final instructions or approvals from the buyer. Alterations by the buyer in design 
specifications or quantities required may result in delay of delivery.

7.3 Where the goods are to be delivered in instalments, each delivery shall constitute 
a separate contract and failure by the seller to deliver any one or more of the 
instalments in accordance with these conditions or any claim by the buyer in 
respect of any one or more instalments shall not entitle the buyer to treat the 
contract as a whole as repudiated.

7.4 If the seller fails to deliver the goods (or any instalment) for any reason other than 
any cause beyond the seller’s reasonable control or the buyer’s fault, and the seller 
is accordingly liable to the buyer, the seller’s liability shall be limited to the excess (if 
any) of the cost to the buyer (in the cheapest available market) of similar goods to 
replace those not delivered over the price of the goods.

7.5 If the buyer fails to take delivery of the goods or fails to give the seller adequate 
delivery instructions at the time stated for delivery (otherwise then by reason of any 
cause beyond the buyer’s reasonable control or by reason of the seller’s fault) then, 
without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to the seller, the seller may;

7.5.1 Store the goods until actual delivery and charge the buyer for the 
reasonable costs (including insurance) of storage;

7.5.2 At the absolute discretion of the seller, sell the goods (provided that the 
seller shall owe no duty of care to the buyer as to the manner or timing 
of sale or to obtain the best price) and (after deducting all reasonable 
storage and selling expenses) account to the buyer for any excess over the 
price under the contract or charge the buyer for any shortfall below the 
price under the contract; and

7.5.3 Treat such failure as a repudiation of the contract relieving the seller from 
further performance.

7.6 Packaging (if any) supplied by the seller unless otherwise expressly agreed is 
intended to provide adequate protection throughout normal conditions of transit 
of usual duration.

7.7 The seller will not be liable for unloading of goods or for placing the same in 
position on site, except by prior arrangement in writing.

7.8 The seller reserves the right to charge the buyer for any demurrage costs incurred 
in the event of vehicles being unduly delayed at the buyer’s works or other place of 
delivery (other than the seller’s premises) when delivering the goods.

Risk and Property
8.1 Risk of damage to or loss of the goods shall pass to the buyer.

8.1.1 In the case of goods to be delivered at the seller’s premises at the time 
when the seller notifies the buyer that the goods are available for 
collection;

8.1.2 In the case of goods to be delivered otherwise than at the seller’s 
premises, at the time of delivery or, if the buyer wrongfully fails to take 
delivery of the goods, the time when the seller has tendered delivery of 
the goods.

8.2 Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the goods, or any other 
provision of these conditions, the property in the goods shall not pass to the buyer 
until the seller has received in cash or cleared funds payment in full of the price 
of the goods and all other goods agreed to be sold by the seller to the buyer for 
which payment is then due.

8.3 Until such time as the property in the goods passes to the buyer, the buyer shall 
hold the goods as the seller’s fiduciary agent and bailee and shall keep the goods 
separate from those of the buyer and third parties and properly stored, protected 
and insured and identified as the seller’s property, but shall be entitled to re-sell or 
use the goods in the ordinary course of its business.

8.4 Until such time as the property in the goods passes to the buyer (and provided the 
goods are still in existence and have not been resold) the seller shall be entitled 
at any time to require the buyer to deliver up the goods to the seller and, if the 
buyer fails to do so forthwith, to enter upon any premises of the buyer to repossess 
the goods. In the event that the goods are at the premises of a third party by the 
direction of the buyer, then the buyer hereby appoints the seller as its agent to 
enter on the premises of such third party to repossess the goods.

8.5 The buyer shall not be entitled to pledge or in any way charge by way of security 
for any indebtedness any of the goods which remain the property of the seller, 
but if the buyer does so, all monies owing by the buyer to the seller shall (without 
prejudice to any other right or remedy of the seller) forthwith become due and 
payable.

Goods Return
9.1 The following provisions constitute a complete code for dealing with defective or 

damaged goods, short deliveries and non-deliveries. As such the buyer agrees that 
it is fair and reasonable that save as provided in these conditions and to the extent 
permitted by law and except where the goods are sold to a person dealing as a 
consumer (within the meaning of the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977), the seller 
gives no warranties and any warranties otherwise implied by law are expressly 
excluded.

9.2 The buyer shall have no claim for defective or damaged or short deliveries of goods 
unless:
9.2.1 The buyer checks the goods on delivery and signs for them on the seller’s 

or the carrier’s copy delivery note;
9.2.2 Defective or damaged goods or short deliveries are notified to the seller’s 

customers service department (“CSD”) within 48 hours from delivery or 
(where the defect was not apparent on visual inspection) from when the 
defect came to the buyer’s notice or ought reasonably to have come to 
the buyer’s notice.

9.3 The buyer shall have no claim for non-delivered goods unless it notifies the CSD of 
the non-delivery within 7 days of receipt of the seller’s invoice.



9.4 The buyer is required to give notification in writing for any damages or shortages to 
deliveries.

9.5 The buyer shall allow the seller to inspect the goods and investigate any complaint 
for any use of or interference or dealing with the goods.

9.6 Where a claim is accepted by the seller in respect of any of the goods which is 
based on any defect in the quality or condition of the goods, or short delivery or 
non-delivery of the goods, the seller shall be entitled to replace or supply the goods 
(or the part in question) free of charge or, at the seller’s sole discretion if the price has 
been paid refund to the buyer the price of the goods (or a proportionate part of the 
price) but the seller shall have no further liability to the buyer.

9.7 The seller shall be under no liability in respect of any defect arising from fair wear 
and tear, wilful damage, negligence, abnormal working conditions, failure to follow 
the seller’s instructions (whether oral or in writing) misuse or alternation or repair of 
the goods without the seller’s approval.

9.8 The seller shall be under no liability to the buyer for any defect, short delivery 
or non-delivery if the price for the goods has not been paid by the due date for 
the payment.

9.9 Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the seller’s negligence, 
the seller shall not be liable to the buyer by reason of any representation (unless 
fraudulent) or any implied warranty, condition or other term or any duty at 
common law or under the express terms of the contract for any indirect special 
or consequential loss or damage (whether for loss of profits or otherwise) costs, 
expenses or other claims for compensation whatsoever (whether caused by 
negligence of the seller, its employees or otherwise) which arise out of or in 
connection with the supply of the goods or their use or resale by the buyer and the 
entire liability of the seller under or in connection with the contract shall not exceed 
the amount which may be validly claimed by the seller under its insurance policy 
documentation in relation to any claim brought against it by the buyer, except as 
expressly provided in these conditions.

9.10 The seller shall not be liable to the buyer or be deemed to be in breach of the 
contract by reason of any delay in performing or any failure to perform any of the 
seller’s obligations in relation to the goods, if the delay or failure was due to any 
cause beyond the seller’s reasonable control. Without prejudice to the generality 
of the foregoing the following shall be regarded as causes beyond the seller’s 
reasonable control:
9.10.1 Act of god, explosion, flood, tempest, fire or accident;
9.10.2 War or threat of war, sabotage, insurrection or civil disturbance 

or requisitions;
9.10.3 Acts, restrictions, regulations, by-laws, prohibitions or measures of any 

kind on the part of any government, parliamentary, or local authority;
9.10.4 Import or export regulations or embargoes;
9.10.5 Strikes, lock-outs or other industrial actions or trade disputes (whether 

involving employees of the seller or of a third party);
9.10.6 Difficulties in obtaining raw materials (including any caused by fluctuation 

in exchange rates) labour fuel parts or machinery;
9.10.7 Power failure or break down in machinery

9.11 The seller may at its sole discretion allow the buyer to return goods (or part thereof) 
which are no longer required by the buyer provided in any event that the goods 
are fit in every respect for immediate resale and in their original packaging and to 
cover administration and handling charges the amount credited by the seller shall 
be 20% less than the net value at which the goods were originally invoiced to the 
buyer.

9.12 Where the goods are sold to a person dealing as a consumer (as defined in the 
Consumer Transactions (Restrictions on Statements) Order 1976) the statutory 
rights of the buyer are not affected by these conditions.

Insolvency of Buyer
10.1 This clause applies if:

10.1.1 The buyer makes any voluntary arrangement or compromise with its 
creditors or (being an individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or (being 
a company) becomes subject to an administration order or goes 
into liquidation otherwise than for the purpose of amalgamation or 
reconstruction;

10.1.2 An encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver is appointed, of any of 
the property or assets of the buyer; or

10.1.3 The buyer becomes insolvent or ceases or threatens to cease to carry on 
business; or

10.1.4 The seller reasonably apprehends that any of the events mentioned above is 
about to occur in relation to the buyer and notifies the buyer accordingly.

10.2 If this clause applies then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available 

to the seller, the seller shall be entitled to cancel the contract or suspend any 
further deliveries under the contract without any liability to the buyer and if the 
goods have been delivered but not paid for, the price shall become immediately 
due and payable notwithstanding any previous agreement or arrangement to the 
contrary.

General
11.1 Any notice required or permitted to be given by either party to the other under 

these conditions shall be in writing addressed to that other party at its registered 
office or principle place of business or such other address as may at the relevant 
time have been notified pursuant to this provision to the party giving notice.

11.2 No waiver by the seller of any breach of the contract by the buyer shall be 
considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other 
provision.

11.3 If any provision of these conditions is held by any competent authority to be invalid 
or unenforceable in whole or in part, the validity of the other provisions of these 
conditions and the remainder of the provision in question shall not be affected.

11.4 Any dispute arising under or in connection with these conditions or the sale of the 
goods shall be referred to arbitration by a single arbitrator appointed by agreement 
or (in default) nominated on the application of either party by the present for the 
time being of The Lighting Industry Association.

11.5 The contract shall be governed by the laws of England and the buyer agrees to 
submit the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

PRODUCT NOTE
Please note that all dimensions are approximate and should be used as a 
guide only.

Slight variations in colour may occur on some products.              
                                                                            
Unless stated we do not supply bulbs or batteries with any of our products. Please 
refer to our Lighting Guide for our further information on bulbs.

Please note all products described as ‘pendant shade’ are non-electrical items. 
They do not include any electrical components, cables or ceiling fitments. For 
visual effect we have photographed some of our items using our Pendant Fitting 
Suspension Sets which are available to purchase separately
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CARRIAGE TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our minimum order values and delivery                                            
costs are as follows:

UK MAINLAND – All prices exclude VAT

• NO MINIMUM ORDER VALUE*
• FREE DELIVERY for all orders over £350                                                  
*A £35 Small Order Charge (includes delivery cost) will apply for all orders
under £350 

Please Note:  Requested palletised deliveries on orders under carriage paid
will be charge at £45 per pallet. 

HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS / ISLE OF WIGHT / MAN / SCILLY – All prices 
exclude VAT

• NO MINIMUM ORDER VALUE*
• FREE DELIVERY for all orders over £500

*A £50 Small Order Charge (includes delivery cost) will apply for all orders 
under £500

NORTHERN IRELAND – All prices exclude VAT

• NO MINIMUM ORDER VALUE*

• FREE DELIVERY for all orders over £500 (excl Admin/Doc Fee)
• £35 Admin / Documentation Fee per shipment will be applied for 

orders of any value. Any duty payable is covered by  The Lighting & 
Interiors Group Ltd. 

*A £50 Small Order Charge (includes delivery cost) will apply for all orders 
under £500

EIRE

• NO MINIMUM ORDER VALUE*

• FREE DELIVERY for all orders over £600 (excl Admin/Doc Fee)
• £45 Admin / Documentation Fee per shipment will be applied for 

orders of any value. Any duty payable is covered by  The Lighting & 
Interiors Group Ltd. 

*A £50 Small Order Charge (includes delivery cost) will apply for all orders 
under £500

DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS

• Please advise any delivery constraints at time of ordering.

• Please provide booking in contact names and numbers where            
necessary.

• Refused deliveries due to above information not being provided may 
incur a further charge.

BACK ORDERS & BALANCES
• We aim to dispatch all in stock items within 3-5 working days. We will 

provide confirmation of stock availability by email at time of ordering 
(where contact details are provided). You will be offered the option 
to wait for any out of stock lines where we have restocking dates, or 
receive delivery of all currently available lines. 

• Back orders will only be raised for items with confirmed re-stocking 
dates.

• We are unable to back order any lines under £100 total value            
(excluding VAT).

• Any out of stocks with no known ETA should be reordered.
• We are unable to add to previous back orders.

NEW CUSTOMERS / PRO-FORMA ACCOUNTS

• If you do not have a credit account with The Lighting & Interiors Group 
Ltd, you can pay for your order (+ applicable delivery costs) by credit/
debit card, cheque* or bank transfer.

• If you would like to set up an account, please complete the application 
form on page 108, or online at www.lightingandinteriors.co.uk

*Please allow 3-5 days for clearance

REPORTING PROBLEMS WITH YOUR DELIVERY

1. Please check goods delivered and notify us as soon as possible if you 
experience any issues. If you are in any doubt about the condition of 
your items (damaged packaging etc) please sign the courier’s delivery 
note accordingly.

2. Please notify us of any missing items as soon as possible after receipt. 
Please email the details to sales@lightingandinteriors.co.uk or by fax 
to 01204 861890.

3. Replacements or credits will be issued as most appropriate. If we 
choose to collect damaged/faulty/incorrect items we will arrange for 
an agreed date and would like to request items are packed securely, 
preferably in their original packaging wherever possible.

4. We reserve the right to charge a 20% restocking fee for returned items 
due to over orders or other reasons caused by the buyer.

SCOTLAND (NORTH)
LIGHTING & INTERIORS 

SALES TEAM
01204 707 277                        

sales@lightingandinteriors.co.uk

NORTHERN IRELAND, EIRE 
ISLE OF MAN

WILFRED JOHNSTON
07785 525 588                  

wilfredjohnston@btinternet.com

Telephone 01204 707 277   |   lightingandinteriors.co.uk



We have a team of very experienced 
agents to discuss your needs further, or 
arrange to visit you at a convenient time.

You can also contact our office sales team on:

sales@lightingandinteriors.co.uk

01204 707 277

Sales TeamContact your local Lighting & Interiors agent

CHESHIRE, NORTH WALES, 
MID WALES, SHROPSHIRE
LIGHTING & INTERIORS SALES TEAM
01204 707 277                        
sales@lightingandinteriors.co.uk

SCOTLAND (NORTH)
LIGHTING & INTERIORS 

SALES TEAM
01204 707 277                        

sales@lightingandinteriors.co.uk

LANCS, MERSEYSIDE, 
GTR MANCHESTER 
CUMBRIA, DERBYSHIRE
LIGHTING & INTERIORS SALES TEAM 
01204 707 277                          
sales@lightingandinteriors.co.uk

CORNWALL, DEVON, BANES 
DORSET, WILTS, GLOUCS

CHANNEL ISLANDS, SOUTH WALES
ANTHONY BROOKES

07881 588 699
anthonybrookes10@hotmail.com

SCOTLAND (GLASGOW AREA)
JOHN BROGAN 

07966 142 946                          
johnbrogan648@btinternet.com

CLEVELAND, YORKSHIRE, N.LINCS
TEESIDE, CO DURHAM 
NORTHUMBERLAND
LIGHTING & INTERIORS SALES TEAM
01204 707 277                        
sales@lightingandinteriors.co.uk

WEST MIDLANDS, STAFFS 
HEREFORD, WORCS 
WARWICKSHIRE, NOTTS
JOHN BULPITT
07970 990 606                      
bulpittslighting@gmail.com

GREATER LONDON AREA
KENT, SUSSEX, SURREY 
BERKSHIRE, HAMPSHIRE
STEVE FINCH
07870 622 679                   
sales@finch534.com

S.LINCS, LEICS, CAMBS
NORFOLK, SUFFOLK, ESSEX
NORTHANTS, OXFORD 
BUCKS, BEDS, HERTS
KATHERINE LOCKHART
07778 783 809                    
katherine@klockhart.co.uk

NORTHERN IRELAND, EIRE 
ISLE OF MAN

WILFRED JOHNSTON
07785 525 588                  

wilfredjohnston@btinternet.com

Head Office Opening Hours:   
Mon - Thurs:  8.15am - 4.45pm 
Friday:  8.15am - 12.45pm



The Lighting & Interiors Group Ltd, Cobden Mill, Gower Street, Farnworth, Bolton, BL4 7EP Telephone: 01204 707277 Fax: 01204 861890 
Registered in England, Company No. 3177009 Registered Office as above. Please email to accounts@lightingandinteriors.co.uk.

Name & Address of Applicant: 

Postcode:

Tel No:

Fax No:

Email address:

Accounts Contact Name:

Accounts Contact Tel No:

BUYERS DETAILS

Name:

Email address:

Contact Tel No:

DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS Delivery hours:

Name:

Email address:

Contact Tel No:

Please note any special delivery instructions (e.g. Restricted opening hours, etc.)

 

 

 

Name & Address of Proprietor/Partners 
(Where NOT a Limited Company):

1)

Postcode: Tel No:

2)

Postcode: Tel No:

I/We confirm the above details are correct. By signing this: 
1) I/We accept your standard terms and conditions of sale as printed in the 
catalogue. 
2) I/We agree that any personal data you provide to us can be passed to our credit 
insurer, credit reference agencies and information providers, insurance companies, 
intermediaries and agents and they may keep a record of it and pass it to their 
customers. The personal data will be used for credit risk assessment and insurance 
and other related purposes and we may also receive personal data from sources 
other than you.

Trading Style (please tick):   Sole Trader  Partnership  Limited Company 

 Other (Please specify)

Where did you hear about us?: 

Agent responsible for obtaining account (If applicable):

Name & Address of Bank: BANK DETAILS

Postcode: Tel No:

TRADE REFERENCE:

1)

Postcode: Tel No:

Fax No:

Company Reg No (If applicable):

TRADE REFERENCE:

2)

Postcode: Tel No:

Fax No:

Company Reg No (If applicable):

 

Signed: Date:

Print Name:

Director/Proprietor/Other:

Registered Office Address of Applicant: 

Company Reg No:

ACCOUNT APPLICATION FORM

Please indicate if you are applying for a Credit Account or Pro Forma Account:              Credit Account                           Pro Forma Account



CALL OUR SALES TEAM ON 01204 707 277
EMAIL SALES@LIGHTINGANDINTERIORS.CO.UK

Or Call / Email Our Sales Team

SEE P107 TO FIND YOUR LOCAL AGENT

Contact Your Local Agent

IF YOU DON’T ALREADY HAVE AN ACCOUNT WITH US, PLEASE FILL IN THE ACCOUNT APPLICATION FORM ON PAGE 108 & SEND TO OUR HEAD 
OFFICE OR FILL IN THE FORM ONLINE ON OUR WEBSITE

How To Order
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